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episode 305

“IT’S COMEDY OR CABBAGE”

episode 308

“A JEWISH GIRL WALKS INTO THE APOLLO...”
Miami, FL. - EXT/INT FONTAINEBLEAU HOTEL dressed location
PL A N
S C A L E : 1 / 4 " = 1 ' 0 "

Miami, FL. - INT HOTEL ROOM AND HALLWAY
set built on sound stage in Brooklyn, NY.
Miami, FL. – INT FONTAINEBLEAU BAR
set built on sound stage in Brooklyn, NY.
Miami, FL. - INT AFTER DARK PARTY HOUSE dressed location
Queens, NY. - I/E MOISHE & SHIRLEY’S HOUSE
dressed location
Queens, NY. - I/E MOISHE & SHIRLEY’S HOUSE
dressed location
Queens, NY. - I/E MOISHE & SHIRLEY’S HOUSE

dressed location

before

after

Queens, NY. - I/E MOISHE & SHIRLEY’S HOUSE

PLAN
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HARDWARE SCHEDULE

ITEM QUANTITY

VINTAGE FAUCET AND WATER KNOBS 1 SET

METAL CABINET PULLS - SEE SHT 02 4

05/28/19

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

before

after
New York, NY. - INT JOEL'S CLUB

set built on stage
New York, NY. - INT UPPER WEST SIDE TEA SHOP
dressed location
New York, NY. - INT GIBBS SCHOOL
built set
New York, NY. - INT APOLLO THEATER

dressed location
New York, NY. - INT DRESSING ROOM

built set
New York, NY – GARMENT DISTRICT
dressed location